Create.com is a hot new startup recently founded by two USC Marshall students. We hold the principle that honest innovation and resource optimization can unlock the full potential of any idea. At the core, entrepreneurship isn’t just a business - it’s a passion. Create.com is a crowdbuilding website that provides a platform for great ideas to connect with the people necessary for its success. At its core, we are building a platform that fosters early stage team building - from musical bands to startups - and in a way, disrupts traditional networking. Ultimately, our mission with this startup is to provide equal opportunity for anyone looking to build a team and create something beautiful and valuable to the world.

We are seeking 3 potential Co-Founders to join the technical team and drive innovation on the website and product development front. Co-Founders are equity partners and will be responsible for aiding the long-term growth of the company as well as refining and building on the founding vision. This summer we will be building a website and potentially an app from the ground up.

This is a great opportunity for anyone looking to improve their skills and gain tremendous amount of experience in all aspects of business and technology. This experience will expose you to a highly energetic and contagious startup culture, and allow you to grow rapidly within the firm. At the same time, keep in mind that not everyone can keep up with the environment and intensity of a high growth startup. We are currently working with Blackstone and other Venture Capitalists in the LA/SF area to bring our product to market.

We are looking to bring in people who share our values. Successful candidates will be highly entrepreneurial, intelligent, adaptive, creative, and self-motivated. Individuals would join our team in Los Angeles starting the summer of 2015.

**Chief Front-end Engineer:**

- UI development
- UX
- Client-side management
- Web development experience
- Coding languages including but not limited to JavaScript, jQuery, HTML, CSS, Ajax)
- Photoshop experience preferred* but not necessary

**Chief Back-end Engineer**

- Solid OOP and software design knowledge
- Web management experience
- Server-side management
- Database management
- Languages including but not limited to C, C++, Java, PHP, Ruby, Python

**In addition to the skills listed above:**

- Having Mobile app developing experience for iOS and Android (Swift, Objective-C, Java, CSS) is a plus
- All engineers must have excellent coding skills, web development experience, version control knowledge, proficiency in end-to-end software development, great communication skills, and be eager to solve challenging problems.

Even if your qualifications don't fit exactly, if you have a willingness to learn, we encourage you to apply. No class restriction, regardless of whether you are a motivated freshman or experienced senior.